**The Nutcracker**

Casting subject to change.
Once the performance begins, there is no re-entry.

**Friday, November 25, 2022 | 7:30 PM**
Saturday, December 10, 2022 | 7:30 PM
Saturday, December 24, 2022 | 2:00 PM

**CLARA** Tyler Donatelli
**DROSSELMYER** Riley McMurray
**SUGAR PLUM FAIRY** Beckanne Sisk
**NUTCRACKER PRINCE** Chase O'Connell

**Saturday, November 26, 2022 | 2:00 PM**
Sunday, December 4, 2022 | 1:00 PM

**CLARA** Tyler Donatelli
**DROSSELMYER** Aaron Daniel Sharratt
**SUGAR PLUM FAIRY** Jacqueline Long
**NUTCRACKER PRINCE** Naazir Muhammad

**Saturday, November 26, 2022 | 7:30 PM**
Sunday, December 4, 2022 | 6:30 PM
Friday, December 23, 2022 | 7:30 PM

**CLARA** Mónica Gómez
**DROSSELMYER** Chandler Dalton
**SUGAR PLUM FAIRY** Allison Miller
**NUTCRACKER PRINCE** Connor Walsh

**Sunday, November 27, 2022 | 1:00 PM**
Saturday, December 3, 2022 | 7:30 PM
Friday, December 16, 2022 | 7:30 PM

**CLARA** Jacqueline Long
**DROSSELMYER** Chase O’Connell
**SUGAR PLUM FAIRY** Soo Youn Cho
**NUTCRACKER PRINCE** Harper Watters

**Sunday, November 27, 2022 | 6:30 PM**
Saturday, December 3, 2022 | 2:00 PM

**CLARA** Mónica Gómez
**DROSSELMYER** Connor Walsh
**SUGAR PLUM FAIRY** Tyler Donatelli
**NUTCRACKER PRINCE** Charles-Louis Yoshiyama
THE NUTCRACKER
PRESENTED BY HOUSTON Methodist
LEADING MEDICINE

Casting subject to change.
Once the performance begins, there is no re-entry.

Friday, December 9, 2022 | 7:30 PM

CLARA  Tyler Donatelli
DROSELMeyer  Ryo Kato
SUGAR PLUM FAIRY  Sarah Lane*
NUTCRACKER PRINCE  Connor Walsh

*Guest Artist

Saturday, December 10, 2022 | 2:00 PM
Tuesday, December 20, 2022 | 2:00 PM
Thursday, December 22, 2022 | 2:00 PM

CLARA  Chae Eun Yang
DROSELMeyer  Christopher Coomer
SUGAR PLUM FAIRY  Mackenzie Richter
NUTCRACKER PRINCE  Naazir Muhammad

Sunday, December 11, 2022 | 1:00 PM
Wednesday, December 21, 2022 | 2:00 PM

CLARA  Yumiko Fukuda
DROSELMeyer  Jack Wolff
SUGAR PLUM FAIRY  Mónica Gómez
NUTCRACKER PRINCE  Luzemberg Santana

Sunday, December 11, 2022 | 6:30 PM

CLARA  Tyler Donatelli
DROSELMeyer  Christopher Coomer
SUGAR PLUM FAIRY  Sarah Lane*
NUTCRACKER PRINCE  Connor Walsh

*Guest Artist
Casting subject to change.
Once the performance begins, there is no re-entry.

**THE NUTCRACKER**

**Saturday, December 17, 2022 | 2:00 PM**  
**Thursday, December 22, 2022 | 7:30 PM**  
**Tuesday, December 27, 2022 | 2:00 PM**

**CLARA** Yumiko Fukuda  
**DROSELMeyer** Harper Watters  
**SUGAR PLUM FAIRY** Melody Mennite  
**NUTCRACKER PRINCE** Charles-Louis Yoshiyama

**Saturday, December 17, 2022 | 7:30 PM**  
**Monday, December 19, 2022 | 7:30 PM**  
**Tuesday, December 27, 2022 | 7:30 PM**

**CLARA** Aoi Fujiwara  
**DROSELMeyer** Syvert Lorenz Garcia  
**SUGAR PLUM FAIRY** Yuriko Kajiya  
**NUTCRACKER PRINCE** Ryo Kato

**Sunday, December 18, 2022 | 1:00 PM**  
**Tuesday, December 20, 2022 | 7:30 PM**  
**Wednesday, December 21, 2022 | 7:30 PM**

**CLARA** Allison Miller  
**DROSELMeyer** Charles-Louis Yoshiyama  
**SUGAR PLUM FAIRY** Jessica Collado  
**NUTCRACKER PRINCE** Aaron Daniel Sharratt

**Sunday, December 18, 2022 | 6:30 PM**  
**Friday, December 23, 2022 | 2:00 PM**  
**Monday, December 26, 2022 | 7:30 PM**

**CLARA** Kellen Hornbuckle  
**DROSELMeyer** Christopher Coomer  
**SUGAR PLUM FAIRY** Karina González  
**NUTCRACKER PRINCE** Chandler Dalton

**Monday, December 26, 2022 | 2:00 PM**

**CLARA** Gretel Batista  
**DROSELMeyer** Christopher Coomer  
**SUGAR PLUM FAIRY** Alyssa Springer  
**NUTCRACKER PRINCE** Aaron Daniel Sharratt